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Zhan’s 400 Vocabulary 

1 a case in point a good example 

2 abandon leave 

3 abrupt sudden 

4 abruptly suddenly 

5 absolutely definitely 

6 accelerated faster 

7 accessible available 

8 accessible to available to 

9 account for explain 

10 accustomed to used to 

11 acute severe 

12 adapt adjust 

13 adaptable to could be used with 

14 address deal with 

15 adequate lasting 

16 adhesive sticky 

17 adopt start to use 

18 advantageous beneficial 

19 advent arrival 

20 adverse harmful 

21 adversely disadvantageously 

22 advocate support 

23 afford provide 

24 aggregate collect 

25 aggregation collection 

26 aim to do intend to do 

27 akin to similar to 
 
 

28 

 
 
allow for 

 
 
make possible 

29 allow 
 

 

make possible 
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30 alter change 

31 anticipate predict 

32 anxiety worry 

33 apparent evident 

34 appeal attraction 

35 appeal to attract 

36 appreciably significantly 

37 aptitude ability 

38 ardent enthusiastic 

39 as opposed to in contrast to 

40 assess evaluate 
 
 

41 

 
 
assimilate 

 
 
recognize 

42 associate combine 

43 associated with related to 

44 assume take on 

45 attest to provide evidence of 

46 attribute to associate with 

47 autonomous independent 

48 autonomy self-rule 

49 back up support 

50 baffle puzzle 
 
 

51 

 
 
bare 

it is not covered by leaves 

52 bar exclude 

53 besides in addition 
 
 

54 

 
 
burgeoning 

 
 
increasing 

55 cease stop 

56 characteristic identifying 

57 chronological time 
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 58 cluster group 

59 coalesce joint 

60 coexist live together 

61 coincide with correspond to 

62 collapse fall inward 

63 collate assemble 

64 compact pack together 
 
 

65 

 
 
compelling 

convincing ； 
 
persuasive 

66 compensate for make up for 

67 compile put together 

68 complex complicated 

69 complexity sophistication 

70 components pieces 

71 compound add to 

72 comprise consist of 

73 concept idea 

74 conducive to favorable to 

75 configuration arrangement 

76 confine restrict 

77 confirm proof 

78 confirming proving 

79 conform to match 

80 congestion crowding 

81 congregate gather 

82 comparable similar 
 
 

83 

 
 
consensus 

widespread agreement 

84 consequence as a result 

85 consistent unvarying 

86 constant continued 
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87 constitute compose 

88 constrain force 

89 constrains limitations 

90 construct build 

91 consult ask 
 
 

92 

 
 
consumption 

use of products and 
 
services 

93 continually constantly 

94 continuous nonstop 

95 contract to/into be reduced to 

96 contribute provide 

97 controversy debate 

98 conventional traditional 

99 conversely in contrast 

100 core center 

101 correspond to match 

102 counterparts equivalents 

103 couple with combined with 

104 coupled with added to 

105 courteous polite 

106 critical essential 

107 culmination end 
 
 

108 

 
 
cultivate 

encourage the growth of 

 
 

109 

 
 
cycle 

pattern of events that 
 
repeats itself 

 
 

110 

 
 
decipher 

 
 
figure out 

111 decisive determining 

112 dense thick 

113 deplete use up 
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114 depositing putting 

115 derived obtained 

116 derived from obtained from 

117 detect distinguish 

118 diminish decrease 

119 discarded abandon 

120 discontent dissatisfaction 

121 dismiss reject 

122 dispersal distribution 

123 disperse scatter 

124 disrupt disturb/disorder 

125 distinct clear 

126 distortion irregularity 

127 distribution assignment 

128 divert redirect 

129 dramatic powerful 

130 dramatically significantly 

131 drastic very significant 

132 drastically significantly 

133 durable long lasting 

134 duration of the length of 

135 duty responsibility 

136 ease into slowly enter 

137 elaborate develop 

138 elevated high 

139 emanate from originate from 

140 embrace adopt 

141 emerge newly develop 

142 emit release 

143 enable allow 

144 end purpose 
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145 enduring lasting 

146 engage in practice 

147 ensure guarantee 

148 episode occurrence 

149 era period 

150 eradicate kill off 

151 erase eliminate 

152 essential principal 

153 eventually finally/at a later time 

154 exceedingly extremely 

155 exceptional extraordinary 

156 excessive too much 

157 exclude keep out 

158 exclusive sole 

159 exclusively solely 

160 expend use 

161 explicit specific 

162 exploit make use of/use 

163 exquisitely perfectly 

164 extend lengthen 

165 extensive considerable 

166 extreme unusual 

167 facilitated promote 

168 flee run away 

169 fleeting brief 

170 flourish do very well 

171 fluctuate vary 

172 fluctuation variation 

173 formulate modify 

174 fortunately luckily 

175 foundation basic 
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176 founding establishment 

177 fragile easily damaged 

178 fragment piece 

179 fulfill perform/achieve 

180 function purpose/role 

181 furnish equip 

182 further additionally 

183 furthermore in addition 

184 generally usually 

185 generate produce 

186 gradual slow 

187 gross overall 

188 harsh severe 

189 hasten speed up 

190 hasty hurried 

191 heighten raise 

192 hence therefore 

193 highlight emphasize 
 

194 
 
his imitators the people who copied him 

195 hollow empty 

196 ideal perfect 

197 ideally perfectly 

198 ignore pay no attention 

199 immense huge 

200 impede restrict 

201 implement tool 

202 implement carry out 

203 implication consequences 

204 impressive remarkable 

205 impulse to push toward 
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206 in essence basically 

207 in principle theoretically 

208 in profile view from the side 

209 in response to as a result of 
 
 

210 

 
 
in retrospect 

in reconsidering the past 

211 in some extent to a certain degree of 

212 in turn subsequent 

213 inadvertently unintentionally 

214 incredibly amazingly 

215 indefinitely endlessly 

216 indiscriminate random 
 
 

217 

 
 
indispensable 

 
 
essential 

218 induce cause 

219 inevitable certain /unavoidable 

220 inexplicably mysteriously 

221 ingenuity inventiveness 

222 inhibit slow down 

223 initiate begin 

224 initiative action 

225 innumerable countless 

226 inspiring striking 

227 insure guarantee 

228 integrate combine 

229 integration whole 

230 intend desire 

231 intense extreme 

232 intensive strong 

233 intentional planned 

234 intimately closely 
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235 invariably always 

236 irritate annoy 

237 justifiable rightful 

238 justification good reason 

239 lethal deadly 

240 likewise similarly 

241 lone single 

242 lucrative profitable 

243 magnitude extent 
 

244 
 
Main component something makes up most of the matter 

245 maintained claim 
 

246 
 
many-segmented are divided into several parts 

247 marvelous wonderful 

248 massively extensively 

249 merely only 

250 might strength 

251 modest reasonable 

252 modify change 

253 momentum push 
 

254 
 
more permeable Had more places where crossings could 

occur 

255 more robust stronger 

256 motive reason 

257 mount grow 
 
 

258 
much deterioration 

 
 
worsening condition 

259 mundane ordinary 

260 net 
 

 

 

 

final 
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261 nevertheless even so 
 

262 
nominal Named their relatives and even 

servants as the persons in charge but    

did not give  them 

263 notable well-known 

264 obstruction barrier 

265 occasionally sometimes 

266 of no need to say obvious 

267 ongoing continuing 

268 optimal ideal 

269 ornamented decorate 

270 overwhelmingly without doubt 

271 painstakingly with great effort 
 

272 
 
parallel happen  at  the  same time and rate 

273 peak high point 

274 peculiar unusual 
 
 

275 

 
 
periodically 

at regular intervals of 
 
time 

276 perish die 

277 permeate spread throughout 

278 perplexing puzzling 

279 pervasion widespread 

280 pervasive widespread 

281 pioneering original 

282 pointless of no use 

283 portable movable 

284 pose present 

285 postulate 
 

 

 

propose 
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286 potential possible 

287 pragmatic practical 

288 precise accurate 

289 predominantly mainly 

290 preoccupation concern 

291 prerequisite premise 

292 presumed suppose 

293 prevail dominant 

294 prevailing generally accepted 

295 profound significant 

296 profusely abundantly 

297 prolong extend 

298 proponent supporter 

299 prosperity wealth 

300 prosperous wealthy 

301 pursue engage in 

302 quantify calculate 

303 quest search 

304 readily quickly 

305 recognize accept 

306 recommend support 

307 recovery return to normal 

308 recur repeats itself 

309 reflect show 

310 regard for concern about 

311 regardless of no matter 

312 reinforce strengthen 

313 relatively comparatively 

314 reluctantly unwillingly 

315 remote distant 

316 renewed restored 
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317 

 
 
repetitive 

happening many times 

318 repulse driven back 

319 resemble look like/be similar to 

320 resistance opposition 

321 resolve settle 

322 restrict limit 

323 restricted limited 
 

324 resume production 
 
begin producing again 

325 retain keep/preserve 

326 retention keeping 

327 revere greatly admire 

328 rival competitor 

329 robust healthy 

330 rudimentary elementary 

331 rule out exclude 
 

332 
 
sabotage 

 
intentionally damage 

333 scanty few 

334 scarce insufficient 

335 scarcity insufficiency 

336 scattered distributed 

337 scenario version of events 

338 scrutiny examination 

339 sculpt shape 

340 seek look for/try to obtain 

341 seldom rarely 

342 sensitive to susceptible to 
 
 

343 

 
 
sentimental 

 
 
emotional 
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344 severely greatly 

345 shatter separate 

346 shrinkage reduction 

347 signify indicate 

348 skepticism doubt 
 
 

349 

 
 
slightly 

by very small 
 
amounts 

350 solely only 

351 sophisticated complex 

352 sparse thinly distributed 
 
 

353 

 
 
sparser 

more thinly 
 
distributed 

354 spectacular remarkable 

355 speculate guess 

356 spurt sudden increase 

357 stamina endurance 

358 stance posture 

359 startle surprise 

360 still motionless 

361 stimulate encourage 

362 straightforward simple 

363 strenuous put more energy 

364 strictly only 

365 substantially largely 

366 subtle unobvious 

367 subtly slightly 

368 successive following 

369 suffice be enough 

370 superficially on first impression 

371 supplement add to 

372 surely certainly 
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373 surplus extra 

374 suspicion doubt 

375 swift quick 

376 systematically methodically 

377 temporarily briefly 

378 temporary short-term 

379 tend take care of 

380 thereby consequently 

381 thoroughly carefully 

382 thus therefore 
 
 

383 

 
 
to capacity 

used to its full agricultural 

potential 

384 trigger start 

385 typify characterize 

386 unceasingly continually 

387 undoubtedly certainly 

388 uniformly consistently 

389 upon reflection after consideration 

390 ultimately finally 

391 vacate empty 

392 viable capable of succeeding 

393 vicinity area 

394 vigorous energetic 

395 virtually almost completely 

396 vocation occupation 

397 vulnerable to easier attack by 
 

398 was accompanied by occurred together with 

399 widespread common 

400 wrought created 




